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Abstract

The cross-database context-dependent Text-to-
SQL (XDTS) problem has attracted consid-
erable attention in recent years due to its
wide range of potential applications. However,
we identify two biases in existing datasets
for XDTS: (1) a high proportion of context-
independent questions and (2) a high propor-
tion of easy SQL queries. These biases con-
ceal the major challenges in XDTS to some
extent. In this work, we present CHASE,
a large-scale and pragmatic Chinese dataset
for XDTS. It consists of 5,459 coherent ques-
tion sequences (17,940 questions with their
SQL queries annotated) over 280 databases,
in which only 35% of questions are context-
independent, and 28% of SQL queries are easy.
We experiment on CHASE with three state-of-
the-art XDTS approaches. The best approach
only achieves an exact match accuracy of 40%
over all questions and 16% over all question se-
quences, indicating that CHASE highlights the
challenging problems of XDTS. We believe
that CHASE can provide fertile soil for address-
ing the problems.

1 Introduction

The problem of mapping a natural language utter-
ance into an executable SQL query in the cross-
database and context-dependent setting has at-
tracted considerable attention due to its wide range
of applications (Wang et al., 2020b; Zhong et al.,
2020). This problem is notoriously challenging,
due to the complex contextual dependencies among
questions in a sequence. Consider the question se-
quence in Figure 1. In order to understand the
last question, one needs to figure out the ellipti-
cal object of the verb “培养(have)” from the first
two questions in the sequence, which is “状元
球员(first pick player)”. Questions like this are

∗Work done during an internship at Microsoft Research.

哪所大学培养了最多 MVP球员？

Which university has the most MVP players?

SELECT T2.毕业院校 FROM MVP记录 AS T1 JOIN 球员 AS T2 
ON T1.球员id = T2.球员id GROUP BY T2.毕业院校 ORDER BY
COUNT(DISTINCT T2.球员id) DESC LIMIT 1;

SELECT T2.college FROM MVP_record AS T1 JOIN player AS
T2 ON T1.player_id = T2.player_id GROUP BY T2.college 
ORDER BY COUNT(DISTINCT T2.player_id) DESC LIMIT 1;

状元呢？

How about the first overall pick?

居然还是肯塔基！杜克也很出名啊，它培养了多少呢？
Still Kentucky! Duke is also very famous! How many does it have?

SELECT 毕业院校 FROM 球员 WHERE 是否状元 = “是” GROUP 
BY 毕业院校 ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC LIMIT 1;

SELECT college FROM player WHERE is_first_pick = “yes”
GROUP BY college ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC LIMIT 1;

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 球员 WHERE 是否状元 = “是” 
AND 毕业院校 LIKE “%杜克%”;

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM player WHERE is_first_pick = “yes”

AND college LIKE “%duke%”;

Figure 1: A question sequence from our CHASE dataset.
Each question is annotated with its corresponding SQL
query. The second and third questions are context-
dependent, requiring resolutions of ellipsis.

context-dependent, since they require resolutions
of contextual dependencies such as ellipsis in this
question. There are also context-independent ques-
tions that can be understood individually, such as
the first question in Figure 1. For ease of reference,
we refer to this cross-database context-dependent
Text-to-SQL problem as XDTS. To study the chal-
lenges in XDTS, a continuous effort has been dedi-
cated to constructing datasets, including SParC (Yu
et al., 2019a) and CoSQL (Yu et al., 2019b).

However, through a careful analysis on exist-
ing datasets, we identify two biases in them and
these biases conceal the major challenges in XDTS
to some extent. First, there are only a limited
number of context-dependent questions in exist-
ing datasets. Specifically, only 32% of questions
in CoSQL are context-dependent, and only 66% of
question sequences have context-dependent ques-
tions. SParC has more context-dependent ques-
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tions than CoSQL, but it still has 48% of context-
independent questions. Such a limited number
of context-dependent questions is unexpected, be-
cause prior work (Bertomeu et al., 2006) has
shown that questions within a database dialogue
are highly likely to be context-dependent, and how
to effectively model the context to understand a
context-dependent question is one of the major
challenges in XDTS. Second, 40% of SQL queries
in both SParC and CoSQL are particularly easy,
involving at most one condition expression. This
biased distribution of SQL queries is potentially
caused by their construction methods. In fact, we
find that SQL queries for question sequences cre-
ated from scratch are much more challenging.

Upon identifying the limitations of existing
datasets, we present CHASE, a large-scale and
pragmatic Chinese dataset for XDTS. CHASE con-
sists of 5,459 question sequences (17,940 questions
with their SQL queries annotated) over 280 multi-
table relational databases. Compared with SParC
and CoSQL, the number of context-independent
questions in CHASE is reduced from 48% and 68%
to 35%, and the number of easy SQL queries is
reduced from 40% and 41% to 28%. Moreover,
CHASE has richer semantic annotations, including
the contextual dependency and schema linking (Lei
et al., 2020) of each question. CHASE is also the
first Chinese dataset for XDTS.

CHASE is made up of two parts: CHASE-C
and CHASE-T. In CHASE-C, we recruit 12 Chi-
nese college students who are proficient in SQL
to create question sequences from scratch and an-
notate corresponding SQL queries. To ensure the
diversity and cohesion of question sequences, we
propose an intent recommendation method. When
a student is going to raise a question, an intent cate-
gory is randomly sampled with the method, and the
student is recommended to write the question and
SQL query according to it. In CHASE-T, inspired
by the construction of CSpider (Min et al., 2019),
we translate all the questions, SQL queries, and
databases in SParC from English to Chinese. We
also try our best to mitigate the biases in SParC.

To understand the characteristics of CHASE,
we conduct a detailed data analysis and experi-
ment with three state-of-the-art (SOTA) XDTS
approaches, namely, EditSQL (Zhang et al., 2019),
IGSQL (Cai and Wan, 2020), and our extension of
RAT-SQL (Wang et al., 2020a). The best approach
only achieves an exact match accuracy of 40% over

all questions and 16% over all question sequences,
indicating that CHASE presents significant chal-
lenges for future research. The dataset, benchmark
approaches, and our annotation tools are available
at https://xjtu-intsoft.github.io/chase.

In summary, this paper makes the following
main contributions:

• We identify two biases in existing datasets
for XDTS: (1) a high proportion of context-
independent questions and (2) a high propor-
tion of easy SQL queries.

• We propose an intent recommendation
method to guide the question sequence cre-
ation. The analysis on CHASE shows that our
method is useful to enrich the diversity and
cohesion of question sequences.

• CHASE, to the best of our knowledge, is the
first large-scale and pragmatic Chinese dataset
for XDTS. Experimental results on CHASE

with three state-of-the-art approaches show
that there is still a long way to solve the chal-
lenging problems of XDTS.

2 Study of Existing Datasets

In this section, we first formally define the prob-
lem of XDTS and its evaluation metrics. Then,
we present our study to understand the limitations
and biases of existing datasets in Contextual De-
pendency and SQL Hardness Distribution.

2.1 Definition of XDTS

Let Qi = 〈qi1, · · · , qin〉 and Y i = 〈yi1, · · · , yin〉
denote a question sequence and its SQL queries,
where qij is the j-th question in Qi and yij is the
corresponding SQL query for qij . Given a database
DBi, a question qij , and the question’s context
〈qi1, · · · , qij−1〉, the goal of XDTS is to generate
the SQL query yij for qij . An XDTS dataset is a set
of question sequences {Qi,Y i,DBi}Ni=1.

Two metrics are widely used to evaluate the pre-
diction accuracy for XDTS: Question Match and
Interaction Match. Question Match is 1 when the
predicted SQL query of qij matches yij .1 Interaction
Match is 1 when all predicted SQL queries of Qi

match Y i.
1Following (Yu et al., 2018), we decompose a predicted

query into different clauses, such as SELECT, WHERE, and
compute scores for each clause using set matching separately.

https://xjtu-intsoft.github.io/chase
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2.2 Study Setup
Dataset There are two datasets for study-
ing XDTS, all of which are English corpora.
(1) SParC (Yu et al., 2019b) SParC is the first
dataset for XDTS. It is constructed upon the Spider
dataset (Yu et al., 2018). Given a pair of question
and SQL query chosen from Spider, an annota-
tor was asked to write a sequence of questions to
achieve the gold specified in the chosen pair.
(2) CoSQL (Yu et al., 2019a) CoSQL is a corpus
for task-oriented dialogue. It uses SQL queries for
dialogue state tracking. Hence, it is also used to
study XDTS. Question sequences in CoSQL were
collected under the Wizard-of-Oz setup (Kelley,
1984). An annotator was assigned a pair of question
and SQL query chosen from Spider, and she was
asked to raise interrelated questions towards the
goal specified in the pair. Another annotator wrote
the SQL query for the question if it was answerable.

Benchmark Approach We consider three SOTA
approaches as our benchmark approaches to under-
stand the characteristics of existing datasets: Edit-
SQL (Zhang et al., 2019), IGSQL (Cai and Wan,
2020), and RAT-CON. RAT-CON is our exten-
sion of RAT-SQL (Wang et al., 2020a), which is
the SOTA approach for the context-independent
Text-to-SQL problem. Appendix A.1 provides the
details of our extension. All of the three approaches
utilize BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for encodings.

2.3 Contextual Dependency
Prior work (Bertomeu et al., 2006) on database
question answering dialogues reveals that questions
within a dialogue tend to be context-dependent,
i.e., the meaning of a question cannot be under-
stood without its context. The last two questions in
Figure 1 are typical context-dependent questions,
requiring resolutions of ellipsis. In fact, how to ef-
fectively model the context to understand a context-
dependent question is one of the major challenges
in XDTS (Liu et al., 2020). Hence, we study this
characteristic of existing datasets to understand
how pragmatic and challenging they are.

To measure the contextual dependency of
an XDTS dataset, we manually classify all the
questions in its development set into context-
dependent and context-independent. If a question is
context-dependent, we further label whether it has
coreference or ellipsis, which are two frequently
observed linguistic phenomena in dialogues (An-
droutsopoulos et al., 1995). Note that a question

Dataset Context
Independent

Context Dependent
Overall Coreference Ellipsis

SParC 47.5% 52.5% 36.6% 20.9%
CoSQL 68.2% 31.8% 18.1% 4.9%

CHASE 35.3% 64.7% 36.2% 29.0%
CHASE-C 28.8% 71.2% 40.3% 31.4%
CHASE-T 42.2% 57.8% 33.1% 26.4%

Table 1: Measurement of Contextual dependency. 8.8%
of context-dependent questions in CoSQL do not have
coreference or ellipsis phenomena.

Dataset Approach Question Match (%) Interaction
Match (%)Overall Indep. Dep.

SParC
EditSQL 47.1 58.3 37.0 29.4
IGSQL 49.5 59.4 40.7 30.1
RAT-CON 60.1 67.4 53.5 38.6

CoSQL
EditSQL 39.9 47.1 24.5 12.3
IGSQL 42.6 50.1 26.4 14.7
RAT-CON 50.8 57.1 37.5 20.1

Table 2: Experimental results on the development set
of SParC and CoSQL. ‘Indep.’ and ‘Dep.’ are short for
‘context-independent’ and ‘context-dependent’.

can have both coreference and ellipsis. Each ques-
tion is first classified by one author of this paper,
and then cross-checked and corrected by another.

As shown in Table 1, there are only a limited
number of context-dependent questions in exist-
ing datasets. Specifically, only 32% of questions
in CoSQL are context-dependent, and the remain-
ing 68% questions can be understood without the
context. Among the 293 question sequences in the
development set of CoSQL, 34% of them do not
have any context-dependent question. Table 15 in
Appendix provides a set of CoSQL question se-
quences and our classification results. Compared
with CoSQL, SParC has more context-dependent
questions and more questions that require resolu-
tions of coreference and ellipsis. Nevertheless, 48%
of its questions are still context-independent.

Table 2 shows the Question Match (QM) and
Interaction Match (IM) of our benchmark ap-
proaches on SParC and CoSQL. The QM on
context-dependent questions is substantially lower
than that on context-independent ones, showing
that it is challenging for SOTA approaches to gen-
erate SQL queries for context-dependent questions.
In view of this challenge and the limited number of
context-dependent questions in existing datasets, it
is necessary to construct a more pragmatic dataset,
involving more context-dependent questions, for
studying XDTS.
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Dataset Easy Medium Hard Extra Hard

SParC 40.1% 36.7% 12.1% 11.1%
CoSQL 41.4% 31.8% 16.2% 10.5%

CHASE 27.7% 37.5% 18.8% 16.0%
CHASE-C 18.6% 37.3% 24.4% 19.7%
CHASE-T 37.4% 37.8% 12.8% 12.0%

Table 3: SQL hardness distribution.

2.4 SQL Hardness Distribution
SQL hardness is defined as a four-level complexity
for SQL queries: easy, medium, hard, and extra
hard, according to the number of components, se-
lections, and conditions in a SQL query (Yu et al.,
2018). The more components a SQL query has,
the more complex it is. Intuitively, the more hard
and extra hard SQL queries a dataset has, the more
challenging the dataset is.

Table 3 presents the SQL hardness distribution
in the development set of SParC and CoSQL. We
can observe a biased distribution in both datasets,
i.e., more than 40% of SQL queries are easy. This
biased distribution is potentially caused by their
construction methods. Take SParC as an example.
A question sequence is constructed by decompos-
ing a complex SQL query into multiple themati-
cally related ones. Although this method is cost-
effective, there is little chance that a SQL query
is more complicated than the one that it is decom-
posed from. As we will show in Section 4.3, the
SQL hardness distribution of question sequences
created from scratch differs a lot from those created
via decomposition.

3 Dataset Construction

Given the limitations of existing datasets, we
present CHASE, a large-scale and pragmatic Chi-
nese dataset for XDTS. Unlike the construction
of SParC and CoSQL, we do not specify a final
goal for each question sequence. Instead, we mo-
tivate our annotators to raise diverse and coherent
questions via an intent recommendation method.
Based on this method, we collect a set of relational
databases, and we recruit annotators to create ques-
tion sequences from scratch and annotate corre-
sponding SQL queries. Data collected in this way
are referred as CHASE-C.

Besides, inspired by the construction of CSpi-
der (Min et al., 2019) and Vietnamese Spi-
der (Tuan Nguyen et al., 2020), we translate
all the questions, SQL queries, and databases

in SParC from English to Chinese. During trans-
lation, we also try out best to mitigate the bi-
ases in SParC. Data collected with this method
are referred as CHASE-T. CHASE is make up of
both CHASE-C and CHASE-T.

Since all existing datasets for XDTS are con-
structed for English, prior work on this problem pri-
marily focuses on English, leaving other languages
underexplored. To enrich the language diversity,
in this paper, we construct CHASE for Chinese,
and we leave the support of more languages as our
important future work.

3.1 Intent Recommendation

In XDTS, the intent of a question qij is fully re-
flected by its SQL query yij . Hence, by defining a
rich set of relations between yij−1 and yij , we can
derive diverse yij based on yij−1. Consequently, we
can motivate annotators to raise questions with di-
verse intents. We define four basic intent categories
of relations between yij−1 and yij :
(1) Same Instances. yij focuses on the other prop-
erties of the instances queried in yij−1, e.g., by
replacing columns in the SELECT clause of yij−1.
(2) Different Instances of the Same Entity. yij
queries the same type of entity and properties as in
yij−1, but it focuses on different instances, e.g., by
adding an extra condition in the WHERE clause.
(3) Different Entity. yij queries a different type of
entity than yij−1, e.g., by altering the tables in the
FROM clause of yij−1.
(4) Display. yij alters the way to display the infor-
mation queried in yij−1, e.g., by adding an ORDER
BY clause or DISTINCT in the SELECT clause.

We define 16 relations in these four categories,
and we also allow combinations of them. Due to
the limit of space, we only present 8 relations with
their examples in Table 4. Complete relations are
available in Table 12 of Appendix.

When an annotator is going to raise a follow-up
question, one of the five intent categories in Table 4
will be randomly selected. The annotator is then
recommended to choose a relation belonging to the
selected category and raise the question according
to the relation. Also, the annotator is allowed to
change the intent category when it is not applica-
ble or she has a better choice. With this intent
recommendation method, follow-up questions will
be closely related to their previous questions and
present rich intent diversity.
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Category Relation Example
Precedent SQL Query yi

j−1 Current SQL Query yi
j

Same Instances
R1. Add Property select name from student; select name, age from student;

R2. Add Group select count(*) from student;
select country, count(*) from student

group by country;

Different Instances
of the Same Entity

R3. Subset select name from student;
select name from student

where country = “US”;

R4. Overlap
select name from student join student course

where course name = “Python”;
select name from student join student course

where course name = “C++”;

Different Entity R5. Change Entity select name from student; select course name from course;

Display
R6. Add Order

select country, count(*) from student
group by country;

select country, count(*) from student
group by country order by count(*);

R7. Distinct select country from student; select distinct country from student;

Combination R8. Add Property (R1) & Subset (R3) select name from student;
select name, age from student

where country = “US”;

Table 4: A subset of relations between precedent SQL query yij−1 and current SQL query yij .

3.2 Construction of CHASE-C

Data in CHASE-C are collected in three stages: (1)
database collection; (2) question sequence creation;
and (3) data review.

3.2.1 Database Collection
We collect 120 Chinese multi-table relational
databases from the DuSQL dataset (Wang et al.,
2020c). There are 200 databases and 813 tables in
DuSQL, but most of the tables are crawled from
encyclopedias and forums. Hence, there are a lot of
missing entries and noises (e.g., duplicated or con-
flicted columns, tables in a database describing un-
related topics, and missing foreign key constraints).
To obtain high-quality databases, we manually
revise all the databases, dropping those without
related tables, resolving duplicated or conflicted
columns, and complementing missing entries. As a
result, we collect 120 high-quality databases, cover-
ing 60 different domains such as Sport, Education,
and Entertainment.

3.2.2 Question Sequence Creation
We recruit 12 Chinese college students that are
skilled at SQL to create question sequences for
databases from scratch. They are also asked to
write the SQL query for each question. When a
student starts a question sequence creation session,
she is shown all the contents from a database, and
she can get familiar with the database by executing
arbitrary SQL queries. Once she gets ready, she
will receive a specification of the minimum number
of questions in the sequence.2 She can raise the
first question with her interests. Take the creation
of question sequence in Figure 1 as an example.

2Following (Yu et al., 2019b), the minimum number of
questions in a sequence ranges from 3 to 5.

The student asks the first question “哪所大学培养
了最多MVP球员？” and writes its corresponding
SQL query. The execution results of the SQL query
will be shown to the student, helping her raise the
follow-up question. After that, she receives the
intent category Different Instances of the Same En-
tity, which is randomly sampled by our annotation
tool.3 She chooses the Overlap relation in this cat-
egory and raises the second question “状元呢？”.
This creation session continues until the minimum
number of questions is reached.

To help study the characteristics of questions and
address the schema linking challenge (Guo et al.,
2019b; Lei et al., 2020) in Text-to-SQL, we also
ask the students to label each question’s contextual
dependency as in Section 2.3 and the linking be-
tween database schema items (tables and columns
in databases) and their mentions in questions.

3.2.3 Data Review

To ensure the data quality, we conduct two rounds
of data review. First, when a student creates her first
20 question sequences, we carefully review all the
annotations to check whether the questions in each
sequence are thematically related and whether the
semantics of SQL queries match their questions. If
not, we run a new round of training for the student.
Through this round of review, we can resolve mis-
understandings of annotations as early as possible.
After the finish of the question sequence creation
stage, we review all the question sequences like in
the first round, and we ask the students to modify
their annotations if there are any problems.

3Appendix A.2 provides an introduction of our annotation
tool for question sequence creation.
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Dataset Language # DB # Table # Seq. # Pair # Avg. Turn # Avg. Qlen Contextual
Dependency

Schema
Linking

ATIS English 1 27 1,658 11,653 7.0 10.2 7 7

SParC English 200 1,020 4,298 12,726 3.0 8.1 7 7

CoSQL English 200 1,020 3,007 15,598 5.2 11.2 7 7

CHASE Chinese 280 1,280 5,459 17,940 3.3 13.0 3 3

CHASE-C Chinese 120 462 2,003 7,694 3.8 14.3 3 3

CHASE-T Chinese 160 818 3,456 10,246 3.0 12.1 3 3

Table 5: Statistics of CHASE and existing datasets for the context-dependent Text-to-SQL problem.

3.3 Construction of CHASE-T

The original SParC dataset consists of 4,298 ques-
tion sequences and 200 databases, but only 3,456
and 160 of them are publicly available for training
and development. Hence, we could only translate
those to construct CHASE-T.

The translation work is performed by 11 college
students, 10 of whom also participate in the ques-
tion sequence creation stage of CHASE-C. Each
database and all its question sequences are trans-
lated by one student. The student also needs to
label each question’s contextual dependency and
the linking between schema items and their men-
tions in the translated questions. We encourage the
student to translate a question based on its seman-
tics to obtain the most natural question in Chinese.

To mitigate the biases in SParC, we ask our stu-
dents to modify those context-independent or the-
matically unrelated questions and SQL queries to
make the question sequences more coherent and
natural. Our intent recommendation method is also
applied to guide the modification. To ensure the
data quality, we also run a two-round data review
as in Section 3.2.3.

During the construction of CHASE-T, we identi-
fied and fixed 150 incorrect SQL queries in SParC.4

Also, we modified 1,470 SQL queries to make the
question sequences in CHASE-T more coherent.

4 Data Statistics and Analysis

We compute the statistics of CHASE and conduct a
thorough analysis to understand its three character-
istics: contextual dependency, SQL hardness distri-
bution, and mention of database schema items.

4.1 Data Statistics

Table 5 summarizes the statistics of CHASE.
CHASE has 5,459 questions sequences (17,940

4We have emailed the authors of SParC to apply our patch
to fix the incorrect SQL queries.

Dataset Split # DB # Seq. # Pair

CHASE
Train 200 3,949 12,914
Dev 40 755 2,494
Test 40 755 2,532

CHASE-C
Train 80 1,377 5,141
Dev 20 333 1,291
Test 20 333 1,262

CHASE-T
Train 140 3,034 9,043
Dev 20 422 1,203
Test - - -

Table 6: Dataset split statistics.

questions with their corresponding SQL queries an-
notated) over 280 databases. CHASE-C contributes
37% question sequences and 43% question-SQL
pairs; CHASE-T takes the rest part. CHASE is the
largest dataset for XDTS to date, consisting of
the most question sequences, SQL queries, and
databases. CHASE also has rich semantic annota-
tions, including contextual dependency and schema
linking, which can inspire innovations to address
challenges in XDTS. Table 16 in Appendix pro-
vides a list of question sequences in CHASE.

Data Split According to the cross-database set-
ting of XDTS, we split CHASE such that a database
appears in only one of the train, development, and
test set. To understand the characteristics of the
data collected in CHASE-C and CHASE-T, we also
split them accordingly. Since CHASE-T is con-
structed from SParC, we follow the train and devel-
opment split of the original SParC dataset. Table 6
shows the data split statistics.

4.2 Contextual Dependency

Table 1 presents the contextual dependency char-
acteristic of CHASE. The numbers are computed
on the development set in consistency with our
study setup in Section 2.3. The number of context-
dependent questions in CHASE (65%) is substan-
tially larger than existing datasets. Also, CHASE

has more questions that require resolutions of coref-
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Dataset Exact String
Match

Fuzzy String
Match

Semantic
Match

CHASE 48.2% 40.2% 11.6%
CHASE-C 41.2% 44.8% 14.0%
CHASE-T 53.7% 37.0% 9.9%

Table 7: Mention of database schema items.

Match Schema Item Question

Fuzzy
String

歌名
song name

这首歌曲的名字是？

What is the name of this song ?

Fuzzy
String

售价
selling price

均价是多少？

What is the average price ?

Semantic
售价
selling price

哪些音箱比这便宜？

Which speakers are cheaper than this?

Semantic
成立时间
founding date

哪只球队历史最悠久？

Which team has the longest history ?

Table 8: Examples of fuzzy string match and semantic
match. Each item’s mention is highlighted.

erence and ellipsis. From this point of view, CHASE

is a better testbed for XDTS. When it comes
to CHASE-C and CHASE-T, 71% of questions
in CHASE-C are context-dependent, showing that
question sequences collected with our method have
richer contextual dependencies than those collected
via decomposition. Compared with SParC, the
number of context-dependent questions in CHASE-
T increases from 53% to 58% through our effort.

4.3 SQL Hardness Distribution

Table 3 shows the SQL hardness distribution
of CHASE. SQL queries in different hardness lev-
els are more evenly distributed in CHASE, and only
28% of them are easy. By comparing CHASE-C
with existing datasets, we can observe a remark-
able difference between their hardness distributions.
Specifically, the number of easy queries (19%)
in CHASE-C is less than that of hard (24%) and
extra hard (20%) queries, indicating that question
sequences created from scratch with our method
are much more challenging. In terms of CHASE-T,
the number of easy queries decreases from 40% to
37% through our effort, compared with SParC.

4.4 Mention of Database Schema Items

To understand how database schema items (tables
and columns) are mentioned in questions, for each
item annotated in the schema linking, we examine
whether or not it can exactly match its mention
in the question (Suhr et al., 2020). As shown in
Table 7, among the 26,464 items annotated in the

schema linking of CHASE, 48% of them are exactly
mentioned in questions (Exact String Match), and
40% of them have at least one token that appears
in their mentions (Fuzzy String Match). The re-
maining 12% items cannot be matched with their
mentions via any string-match based methods (Se-
mantic Match). Table 8 presents four typical exam-
ples for fuzzy string match and semantic match.

Compared with CHASE-T, whose data are con-
structed from SParC, CHASE-C has more items in
the fuzzy string match and semantic match groups,
implying that CHASE-C is more challenging and
its mentions of schema items are more diverse.

5 Experiments

To understand the performance of the SOTA ap-
proaches on CHASE, CHASE-C, and CHASE-T, we
experiment with the three approaches introduced
in Section 2.2. Appendix A.3 provides the details
of our adaptations for Chinese inputs and the ex-
perimental setup.

5.1 Experimental Results

Table 9 presents the experimental results, from
which we make four main observations.

First, the performance of the SOTA approaches
on CHASE is far from satisfactory. The best ap-
proach on CHASE, IGSQL, only achieves 40.4%
Question Match (QM), which is significantly lower
than the SOTA QM on SParC (60.1%) and CoSQL
(50.8%). In terms of Interaction Match (IM), the
best approach on CHASE only achieves 15.6%,
lagging behind the SOTA IM on SParC (38.1%)
and CoSQL (20.1%) by a large margin.5 These
results show that CHASE presents significant chal-
lenges for future research on XDTS.

Second, the performance of the SOTA ap-
proaches on CHASE-C is lower than that
on CHASE-T. Specifically, IGSQL can achieve
43.3% QM and 26.3% IM on CHASE-T, but only
32.6% QM and 9.3% IM on CHASE-C. It shows
that question sequences created from scratch with
our method is much more challenging, which is
consistent with our analysis in Section 4.

Third, the performance of the SOTA approaches
on CHASE-T is lower than that on SParC. There
are two reasons for the degradation. First, dur-
ing the construction of CHASE-T, we try our best
to mitigate the two biases found in Section 2,

5CoSQL has more questions in a question sequence (5.2)
than SParC (3.0) and CHASE (3.3) on average.
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Approach
CHASE CHASE-C CHASE-T SParC CoSQL

Dev Test Dev Test Dev Dev Dev
QM IM QM IM QM IM QM IM QM IM QM IM QM IM

EditSQL 37.7 17.4 37.8 14.7 33.6 8.4 32.6 8.7 41.6 21.6 47.1 29.4 39.9 12.3
IGSQL 41.4 20.0 40.4 15.6 31.4 10.8 32.6 9.3 43.3 26.3 49.5 30.1 42.6 14.7
RAT-CON 35.1 14.6 32.5 9.8 24.6 5.4 23.9 4.5 43.7 21.6 60.1 38.6 50.8 20.1

Table 9: Question Match (QM) and Interaction Match (IM) of the three benchmark approaches.

Dataset Contextual Dependency SQL Hardness Question Position
Indep. Dep. Coref. Ellipsis Easy Medium Hard Extra Hard 1 2 3 4 >=5

CHASE 56.3 33.3 33.1 33.2 65.6 41.1 27.3 16.6 59.1 42.3 29.4 24.5 20.5
CHASE-C 45.4 25.7 25.8 25.2 52.3 36.6 23.5 11.4 48.6 34.2 22.5 19.0 17.1
CHASE-T 56.2 33.9 35.1 31.1 66.2 36.9 24.0 12.5 58.8 40.3 32.6 17.0 0.0

Table 10: Question Match of IGSQL on the development sets. ‘Coref.’ is short for ‘Coreference’.

q1 哪所大学培养了最多MVP球员？(Which university has the most MVP players?)
y1 select t2.college from MVP Record as t1 join player as t2 group by t2.college order by count(distinct t2.player id) desc limit 1
ŷ1 select college from player group by college order by count(*) desc limit 1

q2 状元呢？(How about the first overall pick?)
y2 select college from player where is first pick = “yes” group by college order by count(*) desc limit 1
ŷ2 select is first pick from player group by college order by count(*) desc limit 1

q3 居然还是肯塔基！杜克也非常出名啊，它培养了多少呢？ (Still Kentucky! Duke is also very famous! How many does it have?)
y3 select count(*) from player where is first pick = “yes” and college like “%duke%”
ŷ3 select count(*) from player where college like “%duke%”

Table 11: Predictions ŷj of IGSQL for the question sequence in Figure 1. SQL queries are translated to English.

which makes CHASE-T more pragmatic and chal-
lenging than SParC. Second, existing approaches
for XDTS are tuned for English only, and some
components of these approaches cannot process
Chinese inputs as well as English inputs.

Finally, although RAT-CON achieves the SOTA
performance on SParC and CoSQL, it lags be-
hind EditSQL and IGSQL by a large margin
on CHASE and CHASE-C. Through a careful exami-
nation, we find that RAT-SQL (Wang et al., 2020a),
the model that RAT-CON builds upon, adopts a
string-match based method to find the linking be-
tween database schema items and their mentions
in questions. However, this string-match based
method struggles when many schema items are not
exactly mentioned in questions. Also, this method
struggles in Chinese probably because it is only
tuned for English. The annotations of schema link-
ing in CHASE can provide a great opportunity for
future research to tackle this problem.

5.2 Fine-Grained Analysis

Table 10 shows the QM of IGSQL on the devel-
opment set of CHASE, stratified by contextual de-

pendency, SQL hardness, and question position.6

We can observe a remarkable discrepancy between
QM on context-independent and context-dependent
questions. To tackle this problem, more advanced
context modeling methods are needed. Our an-
notations of contextual dependency in CHASE

can enable a fine-grained analysis on XDTS ap-
proaches, and they potentially can be used to ad-
dress this problem. Besides, we observe that the
QM of IGSQL on medium, hard, and extra hard
queries of CHASE is higher than that of CHASE-C
and CHASE-T, implying that more training sam-
ples for these complex queries can improve an ap-
proach’s performance on them. A similar observa-
tion can be obtained in the question position. The
QM of IGSQL on questions in turn 4 and >=5 is
higher than that of CHASE-C and CHASE-T.

5.3 Case Study

Table 11 shows the predictions of IGSQL for the
question sequence shown in Figure 1. q1 queries
the players that have won MVP, but IGSQL misses
the “MVP Record” table, probably because the

6Table 13 and 14 in Appendix present the detailed experi-
mental results of EditSQL and RAT-CON.
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FROM clause of SQL is synthesized based on the
other predicted clauses. q2 requires a resolution of
ellipsis. It queries the college with the most first
pick players, but IGSQL fails to resolve the ellipsis
and predicts the wrong column in the SELECT
clause. The last question omits the object “first
pick players” of the verb “have”, but the approach
cannot fully resolve it and misses the first pick
constraint in the WHERE clause.

6 Related Work

Dataset XDTS is a sub-task of context-
dependent semantic parsing (CDSP) (Suhr et al.,
2018; Guo et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2020). Many
datasets have been constructed for CDSP. They
can be categorized into two groups according to
their annotations.
(1) Denotation Utterances in this group of datasets
are only labelled with their denotations, i.e., the
execution results of logical forms. SEQUEN-
TIALQA (Iyyer et al., 2017), SCONE (Long et al.,
2016), and CSQA (Saha et al., 2018) are represen-
tative datasets in this group. SEQUENTIALQA was
constructed by decomposing some complicated
questions from WikiTableQuestions (Pasupat and
Liang, 2015) into sequences of simple questions. A
question sequence in SCONE was collected by ran-
domly generating a sequence of world states and
asking annotators to write an utterance between
each pair of successive states. CSQA was con-
structed by collecting a large number of individual
questions and converting them into question se-
quences via a set of manually crafted templates.
(2) Logical Form Utterances in this group are la-
belled with their logical forms. Except for SParC
and CoSQL, ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990; Dahl
et al., 1994) and TEMPSTRUCTURE (Chen and
Bunescu, 2019) also fall into this group. ATIS was
constructed under the Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) setup.
An annotator raised a question, and another anno-
tator wrote the corresponding SQL query. Unlike
datasets for XDTS, ATIS only focuses on the flight
planning domain, which limits the possible SQL
logic it contains. TEMPSTRUCTURE was also con-
structed under the WOZ setup, but it synthesized
many artificial question sequences with templates
to enlarge the dataset.

CHASE belongs to the group of logical form.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the largest
dataset with logical forms annotated for CDSP.
Also, CHASE is the first Chinese dataset for CDSP.

Approach A lot of approaches have been pro-
posed to address XDTS (Zhang et al., 2019; Cai
and Wan, 2020; Zhong et al., 2020; Hui et al., 2021;
Yu et al., 2021). Zhang et al. (2019) proposed Ed-
itSQL, which generates a SQL query by editing
the query generated for previous turns. EditSQL
also uses an interaction-level encoder (Suhr et al.,
2018) to model the interactions between the current
question and previous questions. IGSQL (Cai and
Wan, 2020) improves over EditSQL by introducing
a graph encoder to model database schema items
together with historically mentioned items. Hui
et al. (2021) jointly modeled a question sequence,
schema items, and their interactions via a dynamic
graph and a graph encoder. They also proposed a re-
ranking module to improve the generation accuracy.
Liu et al. (2020) systematically compared different
context modeling methods on SParC and CoSQL.
They found that concatenating all questions as in-
puts rivals or even outperforms more complicated
context modeling methods. This finding also mo-
tivates us to implement the strong benchmark ap-
proach, RAT-CON.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This work presents CHASE, to date the largest
dataset for XDTS, consisting of 5,459 question
sequences over 280 databases. Each question
in CHASE has rich semantic annotations, including
its SQL query, contextual dependency, and schema
linking. Experimental results show that CHASE

highlights the challenging problems of XDTS and
there is a long way for us to achieve real Text-
to-SQL demands of users. Currently, CHASE is
constructed for Chinese. We plan to support more
languages in the future. Besides, we plan to explore
the ways to utilize the rich semantic annotations
in CHASE to address the challenges in XDTS.
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Ethical Considerations

This work presents CHASE, a free and open dataset
for the research community to study the cross-
database context-dependent Text-to-SQL problem
(XDTS). Data in CHASE are collected from two
sources. First, we collect 120 databases from the
DuSQL (Wang et al., 2020c) dataset, a free and
open dataset for the Chinese Text-to-SQL prob-
lem. To collect question sequences on these 120
databases, we recruit 12 Chinese college students
(5 females and 7 males). Each student is paid
10 yuan ($1.6 USD) for creating each question
sequence. This compensation is determined ac-
cording to prior work on similar dataset construc-
tion (Yu et al., 2019a). Since all question sequences
are collected against open-access databases, there
is no privacy issue. Second, to enlarge our dataset,
we translate all the data, including questions, SQL
queries, and databases, from English to Chinese
in SParC (Yu et al., 2019b). SParC is a free and
open English dataset for XDTS. 11 college stu-
dents (5 females and 6 males) are recruited to per-
form the translation, each of whom is paid 2 yuan
($0.3 USD) for translating each question. The de-
tails of our data collection and characteristics are
introduced in Section 3 and 4.
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A Appendix

A.1 RAT-CON

RAT-CON is our extension of RAT-SQL (Wang
et al., 2020a), the SOTA approach for the context-
independent Text-to-SQL problem. Given a ques-
tion q and a database DB, RAT-SQL first links
the database schema items with their mentions in
questions via a string-match based method. Then,
the linking results are jointly encoded with q and
DB using a relation-aware self-attention trans-
former (Shaw et al., 2018). To generate a SQL
query y, RAT-SQL adopts a grammar-based de-
coder (Yin and Neubig, 2017).

To extend RAT-SQL to the context-dependent
setting, we use the simple concatenation context
modeling method, which has shown to be compet-
itive with other more complex context modeling
methods (Liu et al., 2020). Specifically, to generate
SQL query yij for qij , we concatenate all its prior
questions 〈qi1, · · · , qij−1〉 with a special symbol
[SEP]: 〈qij ,[SEP], qij−1, · · · ,[SEP], qi1〉. The
other components of RAT-SQL remain the same.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of RAT-CON with
an illustrative example.

We implement RAT-CON on the codebase of
DuoRAT (Scholak et al., 2021). We use the default
hyper-parameters in DuoRAT except for the batch
size, which is altered to 24.

A.2 Annotation Tool for CHASE-C

Figure 3 shows the user interface of our annotation
tool for collecting question sequences in CHASE-C.
When an annotator is going to raise a follow-up
question, an intent category is randomly sampled
from one of the five categories in Table 4. The
chosen category is highlighted in the row “意图”
of the left panel. The annotator is recommended
to raise a question that meets one of the relations
in the category. After raising the question, the an-
notator is asked to label the contextual dependency
and the corresponding SQL query of the question.
The SQL query should be executable in the SQLite
database engine. The execution results are shown
to the annotator. Besides, we extract all the tables,
columns, and values in the query, and we ask the
annotator to link them to their mentions in the ques-
tion. The linked characters are highlighted in the
row “Tokens” of the left panel.

A.3 Experimental Details
To study existing datasets for XDTS, we need to
get the predictions on the development sets from
the benchmark approaches. The predictions of Ed-
itSQL are released with its source code. Hence,
we directly use them for analysis. As for IGSQL,
we train it with the default hyper-parameters spec-
ified in its source code, but we cannot reproduce
the numbers reported in its paper. Nevertheless,
IGSQL still outperforms EditSQL in both SParC
and CoSQL. In terms of RAT-CON, we train it
from scratch. All our experiments were conducted
on TITAN RTX with 24GB memory.

A.3.1 Adaptation to Chinese Inputs
Since all the benchmark approaches use BERT for
encodings and CHASE is constructed for Chinese,
we replace BERT with Chinese-BERT.7 During
the adaptations of EditSQL and IGSQL, we iden-
tified and fixed 3 bugs in their pre-process and
post-process procedures. The string-match based
schema linking method in RAT-SQL utilizes the
Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit (Manning et al., 2014)
to tokenize a question, and the method performs
string matches between the resulting words and
schema items. To adapt this method to Chinese,
we try to use the Chinese package of CoreNLP to
tokenize questions. However, we find that doing
so fails to link a lot of schema items. Consider
the question “这首歌曲的名字是？” and the col-
umn “歌名” which is an abbreviation for “歌曲
的名字”. The question is tokenized by CoreNLP
into 〈 这, 首, 歌曲, 的, 名字, 是, ? 〉. None of
the resulting words can be matched with “歌名”.
Consequently, the method cannot link the column
to the question. To solve this problem, we simply
tokenize a Chinese question character by charac-
ter. In this way, the character ‘歌’ and ‘名’ can be
partly matched to “歌名”. Although this solution
would introduce a lot of noises, our experimental
results show that this solution outperforms the one
using CoreNLP. It would be very useful to explore
the ways to conduct schema linking in Chinese.

7https://github.com/google-research/bert
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[CLS] How about the first overall pick ? [SEP] Which university has trained the most MVP players ? [CLS] bool is first pick ⋯ [CLS] number player id [CLS] player ⋯ [CLS] MVP record

BERT

Relation-Aware Self-Attention Transformer Encoder  

Grammar-Based Decoder SELECT college FROM player WHERE is_first_pick = “yes” GROUP BY college 
ORDER BY count(*) DESC LIMIT 1 

𝑞" 𝑞# column names and types table names

Figure 2: The architecture of RAT-CON.

Figure 3: The user interface of our annotation tool.

Category Relation Example
Precedent SQL Query yi

j−1 Current SQL Query yi
j

Same Instances

R1 Add Property select name from student; select name, age from student;
R2 Remove Property select name, age from student; select name from student;
R3 Replace Property select name from student; select country from student;

R4 Add Group select count(*) from student;
select country, count(*) from student

group by country;
R5 Add Aggregation select name from student; select count(*) from student
R6 Alter Aggregation select max(age) from student; select avg(age) from student;
R7 Delete Aggregation select count(*) from student; select name from student;

Different Instances
of the Same Entity

R8 Subset select name from student;
select name from student

where country = “US”;

R9 Superset
select name from student

where country = “US”;
select name from student

where country = “US” or country = “China”;

R10 Disjoint
select name from student

where country = “US”;
select name from student

where country = “China”;

R11 Complement
select name from student

where country = “US”;
select name from student

where country != “US”;

R12 Overlap
select name from student join student course

where course name = “Python”;
select name from student join student course

where course name = “C++”;

Different Entity R13 Change Entity select name from student; select course name from course;

Display
R14 Add Order

select country, count(*) from student
group by country;

select country, count(*) from student
group by country order by count(*);

R15 Alter Order
select country, count(*) from student

group by country order by count(*) asc;
select country, count(*) from student

group by country order by count(*) desc;
R16 Distinct select country from student; select distinct country from student;

Table 12: All the 16 relations in the four basic intent categories presented in Section 3. Except for the relations in
the Different Entity category, all the others can be combined.
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Dataset Approach Contextual Dependency SQL Hardness Question Position
Indep. Dep. Coref. Ellipsis Easy Medium Hard Extra Hard 1 2 3 4 >=5

CHASE

EditSQL 52.8 29.5 29.4 29.2 63.2 37.0 22.0 13.8 55.9 40.4 25.7 16.4 12.0
IGSQL 56.3 33.3 33.1 33.2 65.6 41.1 27.3 16.6 59.1 42.3 29.4 24.5 20.5
RAT-CON 49.3 27.3 27.1 28.1 60.9 35.4 16.4 11.6 51.1 37.6 24.9 16.4 7.2

CHASE-C
EditSQL 51.1 26.6 27.1 25.4 58.5 36.8 24.4 15.4 55.3 37.2 22.8 17.6 15.9
IGSQL 45.4 25.7 25.8 25.2 52.3 36.6 23.5 11.4 48.6 34.2 22.5 19.0 17.1
RAT-CON 35.8 20.0 19.8 20.2 46.5 29.5 13.3 8.3 38.7 29.1 18.3 11.4 7.3

CHASE-T
EditSQL 55.8 30.2 29.4 31.1 65.7 34.7 20.8 14.6 58.5 37.7 25.6 20.5 0.0
IGSQL 56.2 33.9 35.1 31.1 66.2 36.9 24.0 12.5 58.8 40.3 32.6 17.0 0.0
RAT-CON 56.4 34.5 33.2 36.8 68.0 37.4 18.2 15.3 59.7 38.4 33.7 23.9 0.0

Table 13: Fine-grained experimental results on the development set of CHASE, CHASE-C, and CHASE-T. ‘Indep.’
and ‘Dep.’ are short for ‘context-independent’ and ‘context-dependent’. ‘Coref.’ indicates ‘Coreference’.

Dataset Approach Contextual Dependency SQL Hardness Question Position
Indep. Dep. Coref. Ellipsis Easy Medium Hard Extra Hard 1 2 3 4 >=5

CHASE

EditSQL 54.1 28.0 30.1 24.5 63.0 34.3 26.1 10.8 58.8 36.6 25.0 20.6 18.4
IGSQL 55.7 31.2 35.1 25.8 65.9 38.5 27.1 10.2 61.2 40.0 26.7 23.7 21.1
RAT-CON 45.7 24.5 25.0 23.8 56.0 29.1 18.4 11.7 51.4 31.8 20.2 18.6 10.5

CHASE-C
EditSQL 49.3 25.3 28.6 20.2 59.1 33.6 25.6 8.0 52.6 32.7 22.8 19.8 18.3
IGSQL 46.7 26.5 29.8 21.6 61.2 33.8 22.9 9.0 50.2 34.5 22.5 21.9 18.3
RAT-CON 34.7 19.2 21.5 15.6 48.3 24.9 14.3 5.2 38.1 26.7 17.4 11.5 8.5

Table 14: Fine-grained experimental results on the test set of CHASE and CHASE-C.

# Question & SQL Query Contextual
Dependency

Question Sequence Q1

q11 How many templates are there?
Independent

y11 select count(*) from templates

q12 What is the date effective of template 1?
Independent

y12 select date effective from, date effective to from templates where template id = 1

q13 What is the template type code template id 4?
Independent

y13 select template type code from templates where template id = 4

q14 What is the version number of template id 0?
Independent

y14 select version number from templates where template id = 0

Question Sequence Q2

q21 What is the first name of player id 2000001?
Independent

y21 select first name from player where player id = 2000001

q22

What is the birth date for Martina?
There are a lot of Martina. Do you mean the Marina with id 200001?
Martina with id 2000001

Dependent
(Other)

y22 select birth date from player where player id = 2000001

q23 What is the country code for player id 2000003?
Independent

y23 select country code from player where player id = 2000003

Question Sequence Q3

q31 What unique cities are in Asian countries?
Independent

y31 select distinct t3.name from country as t1 join countrylanguage as t2 join city as t3 where t1.continent = “Asia”

q32 Which of those cities have a population over 200,000? Dependent
(Coreference)y32 select distinct t3.name from country as t1 join countrylanguage as t2 join city as t3 where t1.continent = “Asia” and t3.population >200000

q33 What is the average population of all cities in China?
Independent

y33 select avg(t3.population) from country as t1 join countrylanguage as t2 join city as t3 where t1.name = “China”

q34 What is the average population of all cities that speak the Dutch language?
Independent

y34 select avg(t3.population) from country as t1 join countrylanguage as t2 join city as t3 where t2.language = “Dutch”

Table 15: Question sequence examples in CoSQL. Since CoSQL is a task-oriented dialogue corpus, it has some
questions involving clarification, e.g., the second question q22 in Question Sequence Q2. We also consider these
questions as context-dependent. Among the 1,007 questions in the development set of CoSQL, 95 of them involve
clarifications. SParC and CHASE do not have this kind of questions.
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# Question & SQL Query Contextual
Dependency

Question Sequence Q1

q11 哪个专业可以本硕博连读？(Which major has a continuous academic program?)
Independent

y11
select专业名称 from专业 where学科类型 = “本硕博”
(select name from major where enrollment mode = “continuous academic program”)

q12 要读多少年？(How many years does one have to study?)
Dependent
(Ellipsis)y12

select学制 from专业 where学科类型 = “本硕博”
(select duration from major where enrollment mode = “continuous academic program”)

q13 该专业的招考类型 (enrollment type of this major)
Dependent
(Coreference)y13

select t2.招考类型 from专业 as t1 join清华大学招生计划 as t2 on t1.id = t2.专业id where t1.学科类型 = “本硕博”
(select t2.enrollment type from major as t1 join enrollment plan as t2 on t1.id = t2.major id where t1.enrollment mode
= “continuous academic program”)

q14 除了这个专业，我还能报考哪些专业的专项计划？(Among the majors in special plan, which can I study except this major?)

Dependent
(Coreference)y14

select t1.专业名称 from专业 as t1 join清华大学招生计划 as t2 on t1.id = t2.专业id where t2.招考类型 = “专项”
except select专业名称 from专业 where学科类型 = “本硕博”
(select t1.name from major as t1 join enrollment plan as t2 on t1.id = t2.major id where t2.enrollment type = “special plan”
except select name from major where enrollment type = “continuous academic program”)

Question Sequence Q2

q21
我要寄一个快递到浙江。哪家公司的价格会最便宜？
(I’m going to send an express package to Zhejiang. Which company offers the lowest price?)

Independent
y21

select t2.公司名 from快递费 as t1 join快递公司 as t2 on t1.快递公司id = t2.公司id join省份 as t3 on t1.区域 = t3.省id
where t3.省名 = “浙江” order by t1.每公斤价格 asc limit 1
(select t2.name from express cost as t1 join express company as t2 on t1.express company id = t2.company id join province
as t3 on t1.region = t3.province id where t3.province name = “Zhejiang” order by t1.price per kg asc limit 1)

q22 至少需要多少公斤才能寄？(How many kilograms at least?)

Dependent
(Ellipsis)y22

select t1.起步公斤数 from快递费 as t1 join快递公司 as t2 on t1.快递公司id = t2.公司id join省份 as t3 on t1.区域 = t3.省id
where t3.省名 = “浙江” order by t1.每公斤价格 asc limit 1
(select t1.starting kgs from express cost as t1 join express company as t2 on t1.express company id = t2.company id join province
as t3 on t1.region = t3.province id where t3.province name = “Zhejiang” order by t1.price per kg asc limit 1)

q23 有起步价格吗？如果有的话请告诉我。(Please tell me the starting price, if any.)

Dependent
(Ellipsis)y23

select t1.起步价格 from快递费 as t1 join快递公司 as t2 on t1.快递公司id = t2.公司id join省份 as t3 on t1.区域 = t3.省id
where t3.省名 = “浙江” order by t1.每公斤价格 asc limit 1
(select t1.starting price from express cost as t1 join express company as t2 on t1.express company id = t2.company id join province
as t3 on t1.region = t3.province id where t3.province name = “Zhejiang” order by t1.price per kg asc limit 1)

q24 那我需要认真考虑了。它有多少网点？(I’d like to think it over, how many branches does it have?)

Dependent
(Coreference)y24

select t2.网点数量 from快递费 as t1 join快递公司 as t2 on t1.快递公司id = t2.公司id join省份 as t3 on t1.区域 = t3.省id
where t3.省名 = “浙江” order by t1.每公斤价格 asc limit 1
(select t2.branch number from express cost as t1 join express company as t2 on t1.express company id = t2.company id join province
as t3 on t1.region = t3.province id where t3.province name = “Zhejiang” order by t1.price per kg asc limit 1)

Question Sequence Q3

q31 哪些水果适合在秋季种植？(What fruit is suitable for autumn planting?)
Independent

y31
select名称 from水果 where适合季节 = “秋季”
(select name from fruit where suitable season = “autumn”)

q32 有哪些省份种植这些水果？(Which province is the fruit planted in?)

Dependent
(Coreference)y32

select t3.名称 from种植水果 as t1 join水果 as t2 on t1.水果id = t2.id join省份 as t3 on t1.省份id = t3.id
where t2.适合季节 = “秋季”
(select t3.name from fruit planting as t1 join fruit as t2 on t1.fruit id = t2.id join province as t3 on t1.province id = t3.id
where t2.suitable season = “autumn”)

q33 去除重复的 (Remove the duplicated!)

Dependent
(Ellipsis)y33

select distinct t3.名称 from种植水果 as t1 join水果 as t2 on t1.水果id = t2.id join省份 as t3 on t1.省份id = t3.id
where t2.适合季节 = “秋季”
(select distinct t3.name from fruit planting as t1 join fruit as t2 on t1.fruit id = t2.id join province as t3 on t1.province id = t3.id
where t2.suitable season = “autumn”)

q34 这些地方分别种植多少种水果？(How many kinds of fruit are planted in these provinces respectively?)

Dependent
(Coreference)y34

select t2.名称, count(*) from种植水果 as t1 join省份 as t2 on t1.省份id = t2.id where t2.名称 in (select distinct t5.名称
from种植水果 as t3 join水果 as t4 on t3.水果id = t4.id join省份 as t5 on t3.省份id = t5.id where t4.适合季节 = “秋季”)
group by t2.名称
(select t2.name, count(*) from fruit planting as t1 join province as t2 on t1.province id = t2.id where t2.name in (select
distinct t5.name from fruit planting as t3 join fruit as t4 on t3.fruit id = t4.id join province as t5 on t3.province id
= t5.id where t4.suitable season = “autumn”) group by t2.name)

Question Sequence Q4

q41 微软赞助了哪些大会？(What AI summits did Microsoft sponsor?)
Independent

y41
select t2.名称 from峰会赞助公司 as t1 join峰会 as t2 on t1.峰会id = t2.峰会id where t1.公司 = “微软集团”
(select t2.name from sponsor company as t1 join summit as t2 on t1.summit id = t2.summit id where t1.company = “Microsoft”)

q42 该会是谁主办的？(What’s the organizer of this summit?)
Dependent
(Coreference)y42

select t2.主办单位 from峰会赞助公司 as t1 join峰会 as t2 on t1.峰会id = t2.峰会id where t1.公司 = “微软集团”
(select t2.organizer from sponsor company as t1 join summit as t2 on t1.summit id = t2.summit id where t1.company = “Microsoft”)

q43 有多少嘉宾参与？(How many honoured guests attended?)

Dependent
(Ellipsis)y43

select count(*) from嘉宾参与峰会 as t1 join嘉宾 as t2 on t1.嘉宾id = t2.嘉宾编号 join峰会 as t3 on t1.峰会id = t3.峰会id
join峰会赞助公司 as t4 on t3.峰会id = t4.峰会id where t4.公司 = “微软集团”
(select count(*) from guests of summits as t1 join guests as t2 on t1.guest id = t2.guest id join summit as t3 on t1.summit id
= t3.summit id join sponsor company as t4 on t3.summit id = t4.summit id where t4.company = “Microsoft”)

Table 16: Question sequence examples in CHASE.


